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Beaver Brook Association is actively monitoring the status of COVID-19 virus in the United States. Our
guidance is coming from the following resources:


The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention



The World Health Organization



The U.S. State Department Travel Information



Additional guidance specific to our locale such as State of NH rules

Current global circumstances suggest that COVID-19 is very likely to spread further before the outbreak is
controlled. The situation is rapidly evolving and our policy will be updated as needed.
BBA will monitor the resources cited above, and we urge our staff, volunteers, guests, and program
participants to do the same. We have increased our stocks of hygiene and sanitation supplies and cleaning
of items and surfaces visited by guests. In the meantime, we emphasize the importance of personal and
facility hygiene practices focused on reducing the spread of communicable illness including:


Wash hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after going to the bathroom;
before eating; and after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing. Alcohol-based sanitizer can be
used before handling shared items or tools.



Using the crook of your arm (inner elbow) to cover your mouth when coughing or sneezing or using a
tissue and disposing of it;



Avoiding touching your eyes, nose, and mouth;



Cleaning and disinfecting frequently touched objects and surfaces using a regular household cleaning
spray or wipes;



Cancelling travel and/or staying away from public spaces, including workplaces, if you become sick
with flu-like or respiratory symptoms such as fever and cough or if you have been in contact with a sick
person.

Beaver Brook has cancelled all programs that have indoor components or that cannot ensure 6’ distancing
between people. Updated information will appear on our VISIT US webpage as it becomes available.
We will remain in communication with you as appropriate. We appreciate your patience, flexibility as well as
attention to this issue. Should have you any specific concerns or questions please email info@bbanature.org
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